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Introduction 1

1 Introduction

This document (TR-03122-2) describes the conformance testing in the scope of the Software 
Architecture as defined in TR-03121-2. Within this document the BioAPI Conformance Test Suite 
is introduced and the testing methodology for BioAPI BSPs, frameworks, and applications is 
specified.
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2 Overview of BioAPI Conformance Testing

Figure 1: Architecture model according to BioAPI 2.0

The ISO standard BioAPI 2.0 according to [ISO_19784-1] published in 2006 defines the 
architecture model for biometric systems as well as interfaces between the components of this 
architecture.The BioAPI architecture as shown in figure 1 is structured in the following 
components:

- The BioAPI application uses biometric functions for a defined purpose. For example this can be 
the acquisition of biometric data within the scope of the application for electronic identity 
documents or the acquisition and verification of biometric data for access control.

- A BioAPI framework provides the required biometric functions to the application. The interface 
between the framework and the application is called Biometric Application Programming 
Interface (BioAPI) and is defined in [ISO_19784-1].

- A Biometric Service Provider (BSP) is a component that is loaded and administrated by the 
framework. It implements the main biometric functionality like enrolment of biometric data or 
the comparison of biometric data. The framework is able to load several BSPs and provide their 
functionality to the application. The interface between BSP and framework is called Biometric 
Service Provider Interface (BioSPI) and is defined in [ISO_19784-1].

- A Biometric Function Provider (BFP) is a component that is managed by the framework but is 
loaded by a BSP. The concept is to transfer basis functions like returning of image data of a 
sensor or the storage of data from this component. However this area has been standardised by 
ISO only partly until now and is excluded explicitly within the scope of the BioAPI conformance 
testing as defined later on.

In 2007 the international standard ISO/IEC 24709:2007 for conformance testing of BioAPI 
components was published. Here, the necessary methods, procedures and test assertions are defined 
(for all different kinds of components of the architecture model that are used) to check conformance 
to the base BioAPI standard (compare [ISO_19784-1]). In the following sections the different 
aspects of conformance testing are presented and a system architecture for a BioAPI Conformance 
Test Suite (CTS) is described.

The international standard ISO/IEC 24709 specifies the conformance testing of BioAPI 
components. So far1 two parts of the standard have been published:

1 Last updated: June 2009
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- Part 1 of the standard [ISO_24709-1] describes the general procedure for the conformance 
testing as well as modality how the different components of the BioAPI-Architecture are being 
tested individually. A main part of the standard defines a particular XML based language for the 
definition of single test assertions. Furthermore the XML syntax for the test protocols as well as 
the test reports.

- Part 2 of the standard [ISO_24709-2] contains the test assertions that have to be performed for 
conformance testing of the BSPs. The test cases are defined in a XML based language, which is 
specified in the first part of the standard.

Prospective parts of the standard (not yet published as International Standards) will define test 
assertions for the conformance testing of a BioAPI framework (part 3) and furthermore test 
assertions for BioAPI applications (part 4).

2.1 Architecture models for conformance testing

Within the standard the BioAPI component that is to be tested is called “implementation under test” 
(IUT). Based on the BioAPI architecture model an IUT can be a BioAPI application, a BioAPI 
framework, or a BioAPI BSP. So far test assertions for BioAPI BFPs are not part of conformance 
testing due to the fact that the standardisation process has not been finished yet. Because the 
interfaces and the requirements for the different architecture components differ from each other, the 
standard defines different architecture models for conformance testing.

2.1.1 Conformance testing of BioAPI applications

Basically, the conformance testing of BioAPI applications checks if the application works in 
conformance with the BioAPI framework based on the standard. Thereby it has to be assumed that 
the functionality of the application can only be tested in connection with a real BioAPI framework 
and the corresponding BSPs that are required for a specific use case.

For conformance testing of BioAPI applications a test framework is integrated as an additional layer 
between the application to be tested and the regular BioAPI framework. The architecture model for 
conformance testing of BioAPI applications is shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Architecture model for conformance testing of BioAPI applications

The test framework provides the same interfaces as the BioAPI framework and forwards these 
according to the respective test cases.

2.1.2 Conformance testing of BioAPI frameworks

Within conformance testing of BioAPI frameworks both the interfaces to the application and the 
interfaces to the BSPs have to be considered by the test assertions. This is done by enclosing the 
BioAPI frameworks with two test components.

Figure 3: Architecture model for conformance testing of BioAPI frameworks

A test application calls functions from the framework under test and a framework testing BSP 
expects according requests from the framework. In order to handle the test assertions in a 
coordinated way,the test application and the test BSP have to communicate additionally over an 
direct control channel with each other.
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2.1.3 Conformance testing of BioAPI BSPs

Within the conformance testing of BioAPI BSPs the BSP to be tested is loaded from a BSP testing 
application instead of a BioAPI framework (compare figure 4). This testing application calls the 
functions to be tested of the BSP.

Figure 4: Architecture model for conformance testing of BioAPI BSPs

Because, in general, a BSP implements besides the obligatory functions only a subset of the SPI 
interface (compare the different BSP classes in section A.4 in ISO_19784-1), a definition of the 
testing scope is mandatory.

2.2 XML based test description

Part 1 of the Conformance standard [ISO_24709-1] contains the definition of a XML based 
language for the specification of test assertions. This document gives a short overview and 
description of the most important elements. The reader is referred to [ISO_24709-1] for detailed 
information.

- Package

The element <package> is the root element of the language. It serves as container for test assertions 
or activities. Typically, a package encloses several commonly used activities or it contains a 
concrete test assertion with the required activities. Every package has a unique UUID (Universally 
Unique Identifier).

- Assertion

The element <assertion> describes a test assertion within the scope of the conformance testing. 
Besides an unique name and the specification of the underlying architecture model, a test assertion 
contains a set of input parameters and the request of one or more activities.

- Activity

The element <activity> represents an executable component of the language. It comprises a 
sequence of activities for example allocation of variables, waiting of specific events or states, 
invoking of functions from the BioAPI or BioSPI interface, or calls from other activities.

- Invoke

Single activities can be invoked with the element <invoke>. Here, functions of the BioAPI or 
BioSPI interface or other actives can be of concern. The element <invoke> can be a subelement of a 
test assertion (<assertion>) or another activity (<activity>).
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3 BioAPI Conformance Test Suite

3.1.1 Terminology

BioAPI conformance testing is done through the use of a BioAPI Conformance Test Suite (CTS).

It is the task of the CTS to perform test assertions with connected test data in a defined test pass. 
The test pass has to be designed in a way that repetition of test cases is allowed and possible and 
provides the same results. The performance of the test cases should be automated as far as possible.

3.1.2 System components

In order to cover all models of conformance testing, which are described in section 2.1, a CTS has 
to provide the following system components:

- Application testing framework

- Framework testing application

- Framework testing BSP

- BSP testing application

Although it is a matter of very different components with several interfaces here, there are 
similarities in the requirements:

- The description of the test assertions is done on the basis of the XML language defined in 
[ISO_24709-1]. In all components it is necessary to provide the test assertions in an executable 
way. This can either be done by a native implementation or by an interpreter which loads the 
XML files dynamically and executes them.

- An XML based test protocol is generated for every test assertion. The syntax of the protocol is 
based on XML and is specified in [ISO_24709-1]. All system components of a CTS have to 
provide protocol data in the same way.

3.1.3 Scope and application area

The BioAPI standard [ISO_19784-1] defines only the architecture of the system as well as the 
interfaces between the components of this architecture. However, the physical architecture is not 
part of the standard. In general, the architecture components of the BioAPI standard are expected to 
be realised as dynamic libraries. On some platforms where this is not possible, they might be 
realised differently.
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3.1.4 Design of a CTS for BSP testing

The concept of the CTS is based on the following objectives:

- A constriction is made on the function volume regarding the testing of BSPs, nevertheless the 
basic software components and modules are designed such that extendibility and reusability for 
later extended testing of applications or BioAPI frameworks is possible.

- The testing is performed automatically.

- A repetition of testing is easily possible and given the same conditions the same results will be 
returned.

- The test assertions shall not be implemented statically, instead will be performed by dynamically 
loading and executing the respective XML test descriptions.

- The basic system components of the CTS are implemented independently from the underlying 
operating system.

3.1.5 Design of a CTS for framework testing

The same objectives as described in section 3.1.4 except the limitation to the conformance testing of 
BSPs apply.

3.1.6 Design of a CTS for application testing

This section describes requirements for the conformance instruments or methods within the scope 
of the application testing in the CTS. A detailed version will be given in a later version.
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4 Testing Methodology

This chapter describes the general procedure for conformance testing of biometric application 
programming interfaces (BioAPI). This includes the necessary preconditions and all test steps that 
have to be performed. It is assumed, that an adequate CTS fulfilling the requirements of section 3 
and 4 is available to the evaluation laboratory.

4.1 Fundamentals

4.1.1 Provision of relevant conformance test components and documentation

In order to perform the conformance testing for BioAPI BSPs, BioAPI-Frameworks, and BioAPI 
applications, it is necessary for the evaluation laboratory to be provided with all relevant 
components and documents. A main component is the IUT itself. [ISO_24709-1] does not specify 
the concrete characteristics of the IUT software, so different variants are possible (single files, an 
archive file, an installation package,...). Therefore,As a consequence an installation manual is 
necessary in order to install the IUT in the test environment.

In case the IUT has to be run by the operator (i. e. user interaction is required) during test 
performance, an user manual is necessary. Here, in particular, information about the graphical user 
interface encapsulated in the BSP has to be provided.

The base document for the test procedure is the BioAPI Conformance Statement (BCS). It states 
formally which mandatory, optional, and conditional functions and requirements of the BioAPI 
standard are implemented by the IUT. As a result, the immediate scope of the tests to be performed 
on the IUT is deviated. The content of the BCS is based on the architecture model of the 
conformance test. Therefore the concrete contents for the specific architecture model are defined in 
the according parts 2 to 4 of ISO/IEC 24709.

4.1.2 Test preparation

After the evaluation laboratory has received all relevant components and documents for 
conformance testing, the according test preparations can be conducted. Basically, this means the 
following actions:

- Installation of the IUT in the test environment of the evaluation laboratory based on the provided 
installation manual.

- Preparation and configuration of the CTS for the conformance test in the IUT.

- Analysis of the BioAPI Conformance Statement (BCS) and creation of a Conformance Test Plan 
(CTP) that defines the scope of the conformance tests.
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4.1.3 Test performance

After the test preparation is finished, the test performance can be started based on the CTP. 
Therefore the CTS is executed by the operator of the evaluation operator and all relevant test 
protocols will be compiled within this process.

4.1.4 Conformance testing documentation

As described before, the test performance is connected with resulting test protocols that are used as 
the base for the documentation of conformance or the absence of conformance. After all test 
assertions have been finished, a test report is compiled based on all protocol files that have been 
generated during test performance. This report includes all performed test assertions in connection 
with all input and output parameters as well as the test results. Furthermore, the test reports encloses 
a detailed description of the test environment (in particular operating system, used hardware, et 
cetera).

4.2 Testing Methodology for BioAPI BSP

In the following sections the testing methodology for conformance testing of BSPs is described.

4.2.1 Basic conditions

The concept of the CTS shall be based on the following basic conditions:

- The BSP to be checked is available as dynamic library which is loaded during run time with the 
respective functions of the operating system (e.g. LoadLibrary under Microsoft Windows ©).

- The conformance test system requires no standard BioAPI framework for the performance of 
BSPs. A BSP to be tested has to be loaded and executed by the BSP testing application without a 
BioAPI framework.

- Generally, the BSP to be tested may not have further requirements regarding the BSP testing 
application of the CTS. If the BSP testing application has to call specific initialisation functions 
based on the architecture of the operating system, the vendor of the BSP has to provide adequate 
information regarding the BSP. For example, the initialisation functions of the graphical system 
can be referenced only once during application. Therefore, the BSP cannot call the initialisation 
functions again.

4.2.2 Conformance testing procedure

Figure 5 illustrates the architecture of the CTS for BSPs. The respective components will be 
explained individually in the following.
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Figure 5: Architecture of the CTS for BSPs

In general the following sequence is intended:

1. At first, all standard installation and configuration steps are performed in order to integrate the 
BSP to be checked in the infrastructure of the evaluation laboratory.

2. The operator starts the CTP tool and loads all test assertions that are available. With the aid of 
the information given in the BCS, all test assertions to be executed are compiled and are saved 
within a CTP file.

3. Afterwards, the BSP test application is started by the operator and the CTS file as well as the 
necessary test assertions are loaded. The application offers the possibility to the operator to 
choose the execution of a single or all test assertions. The respective test protocols are compiled 
accordingly.

4. Once the operator has finished the tests, the test report is generated with the aid of the report tool 
based on the XML syntax based on the ISO standard. A human readable report document is 
created.

4.2.3 Conformance test components

- Test assertions (XML)
The description of the test assertions follows the same notation as specified in [ISO_24709-2]. 
They are distributed over different files, each file contains exactly one <package> element. The 
test assertion files are loaded by the CTS tool and the BSP testing application and are executed in 
the following.
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- CTP tool
The CTP tool supports the operator to arrange the concrete tests to be performed for a BSP. As a 
base, the test assertions files and as well as the BCS which is provided by the vendor are made 
available. The content of the BCS depends on the architecture model of the conformance tests. 
Section 7 in [ISO_24709-2] specifies all relevant information that has to be provided in the BCS 
for the conformance test of BSPs. 

- CTP file
The CTP file is generated by the CTP tool and contains the test assertions to be performed for 
the specific conformance test. The format of this file is not specified by ISO 24709. It seems to 
be reasonable to follow the format of the other files of the CTS by providing a XML based 
structure. In general a CTP file should be generated only once during conformance test of a BSP 
during test preparation. The availability of a CTP file has the advantage that it is permanently 
defined and saved during the scope of the conformance test. Therefore repetition of all or only 
individual test assertions is possible at any time.

- BSP testing application
The BSP testing application loads the CTP file as well as all necessary test assertions. 
Afterwards the operator is enabled to execute the test assertions. Due to practical experiences it 
has been verified that the provision of the following operations is advantageous:

- Execution of all test assertions

- Execution of one ore more test assertions by declaring a list or a section

During execution of a test assertion the BSP testing application generates a test protocol for this 
test.

4.2.4 Conformance documentation

- Test protocols
During execution the BSP test application generates a test protocol for every test assertion. The 
syntax of the protocol is defined in [ISO_24709-1].

- Report tool
The report tool generates a test report based on all test protocols containing all documented and 
accumulated results.

- Test report (XML)
The test report contains all results of the conformance tests. Although the XML syntax of the test 
report is described in [ISO_24709] informally, it is not defined in a XML schema in opposite to 
the XML test protocols.

- Test report (PDF)
As last step, a transformation is applied to the XML test report to generate a human readable 
report.
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4.3 Testing Methodology for BioAPI Frameworks

4.3.1 Basic conditions

Test assertions for conformance testing of BioAPI Frameworks are recently developed by ISO (last 
updated 2009). The following considerations are based on the committee draft (CD) version of the 
respective standard (compare [ISO_CD_24709-3]).

The testing methodology given in this section is therefore to be considered preliminary. This section 
shall be considered informal only.

It is expected that the BioAPI-Framework to be tested is available as a dynamic link library.

4.3.2 Recommendation for the architecture

Figure 6 shows the architecture of a CTS for the conformance testing of BioAPI-Frameworks.
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Figure 6: Recommendation of a CTS for a BioAPI-Framework

4.3.3 Conformance test components

Within the scope of the conformance testing of BioAPI-Frameworks further components are 
necessary for the CTS which will be described in the following.

- Test tables (XML)
For every BioAPI function a single XML test assertion file is available within [ISO_CD_24709-
3]. A repeated call of test assertions is executed over two test tables which are described in this 
part of the standard. It has to be noted that the input parameters of the test assertions are 
diversified over the values within the test tables “test conditions”. The evaluation of the results is 
performed with the help of a further table “Expected Results”, which contains the expected result 
values2. The representation of the tables in part 3 of [ISO_CD_24709-3] is given as a table 
within the document i.e. there is no requirement how the components of the CTS are stored and 
processed. It is reasonable to choose a XML based structure in analogy to the other files of the 
CTS. With the combination of one XML test assertion and the two according test tables the calls 
of the test assertion to be performed can be generated.

- Framework testing application
The Framework testing application loads the CTP file during start as well as the complete 

2 This approach is different from part 2 of the standard (BSP test assertions), where the parameters of the tested 
functions of the BioSPI interface are diversified over different test assertion files i.e. for every BioSPI function more 
than one XML test assertion file is available.
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number of test assertions and test tables. Afterwards the operator is enabled to execute the test 
assertions. Based on practical experiences the provision of the following operations is useful:

- Execution of all test assertions inclusive all iterations with the values within the test tables

- Execution of one or more test assertions by specification of a list or a section inclusive all 
iterations with the values in the test tables

- Execution of a test assertion with specification of a list or a section of values in the test tables

During execution of a test case the framework testing application compiles a test protocol for 
every iteration based on the test tables for exactly this test.

- Framework testing BSP
The Framework testing BSP is loaded during the test by the Framework under test. Based on the 
chosen implementation this can either be done directly at the beginning (as soon as the 
framework under test is loaded/initiated) or at the time when the function BioAPI_BSPLoad is 
executed. For a coordinated execution of the test assertions the Framework testing BSP has to 
communicate directly with the Framework testing application.

4.4 Testing Methodology for BioAPI applications

Test assertions for biometric applications are outlined in part 4 of ISO/IEC 24709 which is currently 
under preparation. For this reason currently no tests are performed as long as the standard is not 
finished. Future versions of this technical guideline will add a testing methodology based on 
ISO/IEC 24709-4.
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